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He came to kill, but stayed to claim me.When the captain throws me in the brig, it feels like things
canâ€™t get any worse. But they can. A deadly alien assassin slaughters everyone on our ship, but
spares me.If I want to survive, Iâ€™ll have to accept this brutal alienâ€™s protection. Heâ€™s
frustrating, insufferable, and never admits heâ€™s wrong. And the worst part? He says he wants to
kill all humans. But he protects me, fiercely and without question. His body is a deadly weapon, and
heâ€™s vicious and unrelenting. So why has he spared me? And why does he keep looking at me
with those jade green eyes and that smug grin?Falling for this cocky alien killer may just be the one
thing that saves me, but who can save me from him?Marauder Fenrir is the second book in the
Mating Wars series, it features steamy sex, thrilling battles in space and on Mars, and plenty of
romance. All books in this rock-hard science fiction series can be read as standalones, there are no
cliffhangers, and happily ever afters are guaranteed!
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Title: Marauder FenrirSeries: Mating WarsDesignation: Book Two, Novella, Standalone, No
CliffhangerAuthor: Aya MorningstarMy Rating: Four Delightfully Entertaining Stars****I'm completely

addicted to anything paranormal, adore science fiction and totally love romance but give me all
three in one great story and I'm in heaven! And that's exactly what Aya Morningstar has done....and
done it well. Marauder Fenrir is the second release in the Mating Wars series and can be read as a
standalone. However, since there is an underlying interconnected storyarc with carry over
characters that runs throughout the series, I highly recommend reading all the books of the series in
order of their release. I found the story to be cute, well crafted, fast paced and easy to follow with
quite a few giggles and a tug at your heartstrings happy ending. The narrative is beautifully written
in the first person with his and her perspectives. The dialogue is snappy, well executed and flows
smoothly. I fell head over heels for the two protagonists of the story, handsome purple alien
Marauder bear shifter Fenrir and smart, brave, beautiful human ship turret gunner Fiona. I felt they
complemented each other brilliantly and truly enjoyed their banter and interaction. I was instantly
smitten with the gruff conceited assassin Fenrir who totally cracked me up. He was so full of himself
but totally clueless about human women and every time he opened his mouth, he put his huge alien
foot in it. No one can accuse Fenrir of being a charmer but the big purple lug does grow on you. And
Fiona, who as it turns out is Aura's sister from Book One, is an absolute delight. She's courageous,
snarky, smart and resourceful which all comes as quite a surprise to Fenrir who is your typical alien
male chauvinist.

Title: Marauder FenrirSeries: Marauder Wars SeriesNote: Book 2 of 3 so far (more on the way, at
least a 4th) and does NOT have a cliff hanger ending and has a HEAAuthor: Aya MorningstarThis is
my review of Marauder Fenrir, book 2 in Marauder Wars Series. I got this second book in the series
free through purchase on . This is the continuation of a great series and it can be read as a
standalone. Each of the first 2 books books connect to each other but both can be read as a
standalone because each has its ending . Be warned though you will not want to stop with just this
one book and I am ready to find out what happens in book 3 with Aegus.This is the continuation of
the story the marauders. Book 1 has Cygnus and finding his mates and coming to trust in Aegus
and his true knowledge that Marauder-Human pairings will create what is known as the true
Seraphin form. Marauders are constantly on the run because of the fact that once they mate with a
particular species the children from that pairing are unable to mate with any of the original
marauders or from the species that the marauders mated with. As a result they are constantly on
the move from planet to planet taking it over, taking mates, reproducing, and then moving on to the
next planet to keep their species alive. Aegus knew (back in book 1) that Humans were the key to
stopping this but did not want it to happen by invasion but instead wanted his race to join with

humans and co-mingle without war and deaths. The humans have since taken over the planets of
Mars and Venus and all 3 planets are split between accepting what Aegus says about his followers
wanting to exist peacefully together and between the fact that the other half want to destroy them.
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